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PLAN SHORTER ROAD TO PARIS

LONDON, April 25.—American political leaders plan to lay off temporarily the effort to make a treaty with Germany. They have decided to turn attention to the heart of the problem, they say, which is to come to an understanding on the terms of an armistice with Germany, and to see to it that the peace which is to be negotiated will be peace... The move is to be made evident today. American representatives are to have the full backing of the American public in the effort to make a peace that will be fair and just for all countries involved.

Taft at Omaha

"Today is more serious in Europe than the day upon which the German demands came near Paris. It is the crisis of the world. Should Europe go in pieces, America would be involved in another world-war without the least doubt." Philadelphia Public Ledger, Feb. 28, 1919.

Shall we hesitate to lend our own Government the money it needs to make the fruits of victory sure? Shall we be poorer financials as well as poor patriots? That will never be said of the American people for we WILL SUBSCRIBE TO OUR LIMIT.

Subscriptions accepted by

The Washington Loan and Trust Co.

900 F Street
618 17th Street

John B. Larner, President.

How the People View The New Peace League

The out-and-out opponents of the League of Nations covenant apparently have not been won over by the amendments adopted in Paris to meet their objections. The New York Tribune (Rep.) finds the "damned covenant" powerless for either good or evil, while the New York Evening Sun (Ind.) goes further and declares that "it is both an avowed invasion of sovereignty and at the same time inept for the enforcement of peace." In many quarters, however, it is thought that the recognition of the Monroe Doctrine and other changes "will win for it many votes and may prove sufficient to secure its ratification" by the Senate, to quote the Republican Philadelphia Press. It adds that for these changes is due to the constructive criticism of such Republicans as Mr. Taft, Mr. Knox, Mr. Lodge, and Mr. Root.

My sure and read the LITERARY DIGEST this week. All angles of public opinion on the League of Nations covenant are presented in the leading article. Other subjects that will interest the American people are:

What Punishment Fits the ex-Kaiser's Crime?
Suggestions Put Forward By America and Others of the Warring Countries As To How To Punish the ex-Kaiser For His Crimes

What Germany Can, Must, Will Pay

The Case of Schleswig

Important News of Finance and Commerce

A Fine Collection of Interesting Illustrations, Including the Best of the Cartoons

The Literary Digest Your Logical Source of News

This is a wonderful time for YOU! and for every other man and woman in the world. The average individual has little or no share in the direction of national affairs or even in the ultimate decision upon matters vitally affecting his personal welfare or the conditions under which he lives and works. Today the statements of all nations are agreed or disputed by one rule and that they are not the instruments of the popular will. You, as one of the

Cigar Bargains

Outstanding have been the old age prices, not considering the new year. We do not take it that the people have the opportunity to buy such cigars.
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